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I. Introduction 

As an allied citizens’ group in Japan dedicated to the advocacy of the Ainu community’s               

indigenous rights, the Centre for Environmental and Minority Policy Studies (CEMiPoS) hereby            

submits the following comments on the Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples’              

2020 draft on the repatriation of ceremonial objects and human remains under UNDRIP. This              

document addresses Paragraph 50 under Section V, “Good practices and lessons learned,” which             

concerns the Ainu people’s struggle to recover their ancestors’ remains from several Japanese             

universities. Paragraph 50, as written, does not adequately represent the obstacles that Ainu             

activists have faced in their effort to retrieve ancestral remains from the universities, nor does it                

make explicit the Japanese government’s culpability in perpetuating and at times even raising             

such obstacles through its legal guidelines. Citing the guidelines as an example of “good              

practice” is a mischaracterization of the government’s poor policy-making process.  

II. Comments 

In 2014 and 2018 the Government of Japan formulated guidelines regarding the repatriation of              
human remains and grave good of the Ainu people held by universities “with the understanding               
and cooperation of the people concerned.” 
 

This sentence carries two possible meanings and must be clarified to avoid            

misunderstanding. However, it fails to accurately represent the shortcomings of the guidelines on             

repatriation of ancestral remains from universities in either case. 

The first interpretation is that the Japan government created the guidelines “with the             

understanding and cooperation” of the Ainu people. While the government-affiliated Ainu Policy            

Promotion Headquarters may have drafted said guidelines, they do not adequately represent the             

diverse Ainu population. Hence, they cannot be considered having obtained their understanding            



and cooperation. This is reflected by the widespread criticism the guidelines have received from              

members of the Ainu community. 

The second interpretation is that according to the guidelines, repatriation requires “the            

understanding and cooperation” of the Ainu people. The guidelines state that the collective rights              

of the Ainu must be recognized such that the remains can be returned to their respective                

communities, rather than individual family members, even when the identity of the remains is              

unclear. However, only government-approved organizations that can perform adequate burial          

consolations may take steps towards reclaiming these remains through a time-sensitive           

application process that is also subject to rejection. In other words, the government has made no                

genuine attempt at cooperation, and has instead placed the burden of reclaiming the remains on               

the Ainu. The government has hardly won the Ainu community’s understanding, either, as             

members of the Ainu community have openly criticized the new process.  

 
While human remains from several universities have been returned, many of them remain in a               
newly built repository, the Ainu Symbolic Space in Hokkaido, and this has divided opinion              
among the Ainu community.  
 

Opposition to the Symbolic Space should not be understated. Ainu activists have opposed             

collecting the Ainu remains at the Symbolic Space for Ethnic Harmony ever since it was first                

conceived over a decade ago by the Japanese government’s Advisory Council for Future Ainu              

Policy. The construction of the Symbolic Space and subsequent relocation of the remains, like              

the guidelines mentioned above, place the Ainu at the mercy of the government as their ancestral                

remains are moved without their involvement or consent. Kimura Fumio even describes the             

Symbolic Space as the contemporary iteration of the government’s exploitation of the Ainu:  

Our ancestors were forcibly relocated from Anesaru Niikappu to         
Nukibetsu Biratori. Their human remains were excavated and kept         
in universities without our consent. The planned transfer of Ainu          
human remains to the new repository would be the third forcible           
relocation of the Ainu. The Japanese government and universities         
concerned should make every effort to return those human remains          
to us. Why do they think they can relocate those remains to the             
repository at Shiraoi without our consent?  1

 

1 “木村二三生さん,” Asahi Shimbun, 11 April 2019, 
http://www.asahi.com/area/hokkaido/articles/MTW20190417011810002.html (Accessed 26 June, 2020). 

http://www.asahi.com/area/hokkaido/articles/MTW20190417011810002.html


One challenge is Hokkaido University’s requirement for next of kin identification for the             
repatriation of human remains to communities, “which does not match with the indigenous             
collective/communal notion of property.” 
 

As stated above, another challenge is the administrative obstacles to reclaiming ancestral            

remains, especially time constraints for completing the application. Ainu activists have pointed            

out the absurdity that the Japanese government would impose such strict time constraints after              

ignoring the Ainu’s demands for repatriation for over three decades. Historian Tessa            

Morris-Suzuki remarks that it is impossible to demand that Ainu individuals and communities to              

prove their relation to a set of remains, make a subsequent application, and make plans and                

allocate costs for an appropriate burial ceremony all within a matter of months.   2

Lastly, the failure of Hokkaido University and other Japanese universities to make a             

formal apology is not mentioned. Such negligence demonstrates their failure to acknowledge the             

institutionalized discourse regarding Ainu difference, the foundation upon which the Ainu have            

been relegated as research objects since the 19th century. In the absence of a formal apology or                 

acknowledgement, colonial rhetoric remains intact, and the Ainu remain at risk of further             

exploitation under the guise of scholarship. 

2 Tessa Morris-Suzuki, “Performing Ethnic Harmony: The Japanese Government’s Plans for a New Ainu 
Law,” 2018, Japan Focus 16 (2): 10. 
 


